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The use of single-crystal techniques and quasi-single-crystal samples in solving

and refining complex crystal structures at high pressure is reviewed. In

particular, recent studies of the incommensurate and modulated structures

found in a number of elemental metals at high pressure are focused on.
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1. Introduction

The early 1990s saw great advances in the determination of

crystal structures at high pressures. The development of angle-

dispersive diffraction techniques using imaging plates in Japan

(Shimomura et al., 1992), their subsequent development by

our group at the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) at

Daresbury Laboratory in the UK (Nelmes & McMahon,

1994), and their utilization at other synchrotron sources

around the world has led to structural studies of unprece-

dented detail (Nelmes & McMahon, 1998; Paszkowicz, 2002).

By the end of the 1990s, however, it was clear that in an

increasing number of cases the structures being revealed by

powder studies were of such complexity that the inherent

limitations of the powder method were becoming a limiting

factor in their study: powder-diffraction data are inherently

one-dimensional; peaks with similar d-spacings overlap; only a

small number of crystallites in a powder sample actually

diffract if the sample is kept stationary; and the distribution of

the crystallite orientations in a powder sample at high pressure

is typically non-random. While some of these problems can be

overcome to some extent by using higher-resolution detectors

or by using larger samples that are rotated in the X-ray beam

(Wright et al., 1996; Belmonte, 1998), the one-dimensional

nature of the powder data means that indexing unknown

powder profiles, which is the first step in solving any unknown

structure, remains extremely difficult. This is particularly true

in the case of incommensurate structures, where the standard

indexing software will very rarely, if at all, be able to deter-

mine the unit cell.

It was clear, therefore, that further advances in structure

solution and refinement at high pressure could only occur

through the use of single-crystal techniques. A key and timely

development in this field was the widespread appearance of

CCD-equipped diffractometers in the late 1990s. These

instruments have revolutionized the field of structural biology,

and also provide many benefits for the study of single crystals

at high-pressure. CCD detectors allow many reflections to be

measured simultaneously, reducing data collection times from

days to hours; the unit cell and crystal orientation need not be

known before data is collected; sections of the reciprocal

lattice can be reconstructed from the CCD images, enabling

studies of diffuse scattering and anisotropic peak shapes; and

if there is more than one crystal in your sample, data can be

collected from both of them simultaneously. However, it is not

always possible to obtain a single crystal of a high-pressure

phase and, because hundreds of diffraction images need to be

collected as the single crystal is rotated in the X-ray beam,

data collection from single crystals is considerably slower than

when using powder methods even when using a CCD detector.

But the advantages are typically so great that single-crystal

techniques should be used whenever possible. Furthermore,

modern synchrotron sources and area detectors enable single-

crystal techniques to be used on samples where this was not

possible before. Any form of poor quality single crystal, or

quasi-single-crystal, from which it is possible to obtain a unit

cell and orientation matrix can be used to identify each and

every feature in the diffraction pattern from both the (quasi-)-

single-crystal and, if powder data is available from the same

sample, from this data too.

2. Experimental details

All the diffraction data illustrated in this paper were collected

on stations 9.1 and 9.8 at the Synchrotron Radiation Source

(SRS) at Daresbury Laboratory or on in-house facilities. In all

cases powder and single-crystal data were collected using

angle-dispersive techniques with a wavelength of �0.46 Å or

�0.68 Å (at SRS) or 0.71 Å (in-house). The two-dimensional

Debye–Scherrer patterns from powder samples were inte-

grated azimuthally and then refined using Rietveld methods

(Nelmes & McMahon, 1994). Single-crystal data were

obtained using either a Bruker SMART 1K CCD detector

(SRS) or a Bruker APEX CCD detector (in-house). All

samples were compressed in diamond anvil pressure cells, and

the pressure was determined using the ruby fluorescence

method. Full details of the techniques used are given by

Nelmes & McMahon (1994) and in the papers describing the



individual studies. A review of the structural details of all the

incommensurate structures found in the elements at high

pressure has been published recently (McMahon & Nelmes,

2004).

3. Results

As an example of what is now possible with a quasi-single-

crystal, Fig. 1 shows a diffraction pattern obtained from a

quasi-single-crystal of Rb-III at 14.3 GPa (Nelmes et al., 2002).

The sample comprises seven different crystallites, as shown in

the inset and, as a result, the diffraction peaks have a width in

! of �15�. Despite the extreme widths of these peaks, it was

possible to collect a full single-crystal data set from this sample

by ensuring that the integration ‘box’ around each Bragg peak

was large enough (�18� in !) to include the intensity from all

seven crystallites. The resulting data set of 470 unique reflec-

tions was then solved straightforwardly using direct methods

(Nelmes et al., 2002).

In addition to using standard single-crystal methods, we

have found that a combination of powder and single-crystal

methods can be extremely powerful in determining unknown

crystal structures. As an example of using a combination of

single-crystal and powder data, Fig. 2 shows the diffraction

profiles from (a) a quasi-single-crystal of Bi-III at 4.5 GPa and

(b) a powdered sample of Bi-III at the same pressure. The

single-crystal image reveals diffuse scattering and two classes

of reflections: those lying on the planes of diffuse scattering

and those that are not. Neither the diffuse scattering nor the

two classes of reflection are discernible in the two-dimensional

powder pattern. Using the two patterns it was possible to

match the 2� values of each Bragg reflection in pattern (a)

with its corresponding diffraction ring in (b), and thus sort the

powder pattern into the two different classes of reflection. It

was then straightforward to index the two classes as being

from a body-centred host structure with a tetragonal unit cell

with aH = 8.602 (1) Å and cH = 4.207 (1) Å and a body-centred

tetragonal guest structure with a unit cell aG = 8.602 (1) Å and

cG = 3.211 (1) Å (McMahon, Degtyareva & Nelmes, 2000).

Bi-III thus has an incommensurate composite structure, a c-

axis projection of which is shown in Fig. 3. Similar incom-

mensurate structures have since been found in the other group

V elements Sb and As (Schwarz et al., 2003; Degtyareva et al.,

2004a,b), and also in Ba, Sr and Rb (Nelmes et al., 1999;

McMahon, Bovornratanaraks et al., 2000; McMahon et al.,
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Figure 1
Diffraction pattern from a poor-quality single crystal of Rb-III at
14.3 GPa. Layer lines of reflections are clearly visible. The inset shows a
scan through the (531) reflection in a direction approximately
perpendicular to the plane of the image. The broader features at 341�

and 344� each comprise two almost overlapping peaks. After Nelmes et al.
(2002).

Figure 2
Two-dimensional diffraction patterns from (a) a quasi-single-crystal of Bi-
III at 4.5 GPa, and (b) a powder of Bi-III at the same pressure. The sheets
of diffuse scattering are seen edge-on in image (a).

Figure 3
The incommensurate composite structure of Bi-III shown in projection
down the c-axis. The host atoms located at z = 0 and z = 1/2 are shown
using light grey shading, and the guest atom chains are shown in dark
grey. The inset shows a perspective drawing of the tetragonal guest
structure.



2001). Note that, in the indexing of the powder profile in

Fig. 2(b), no actual analysis of the single-crystal data was

performed other than determining the 2� values of the two

classes of reflections from a single two-dimensional image.

We used a similar technique in our recent solution of the

long-uncertain structure of Te-III, reported to be stable

between 7 and 11 GPa. Despite their extremely high quality,

we were initially unable to index the powder diffraction

profiles from Te-III. However, patterns collected as a function

of pressure revealed that they contained two classes of

reflection: intense peaks which coalesced at higher pressures,

and weaker peaks which became weaker still at higher pres-

sures but remained as singlets. Indexing only the first class of

reflections revealed that they could all be indexed on a body-

centred monoclinic (b.c.m.) cell with a = 3.9181 (1), b =

4.7333 (1), c = 3.0612 (1) Å and � = 113.542 (2)� at 8.5 GPa

(Hejny & McMahon, 2003). However, this unit cell, and

closely related cells or supercells, were unable to account for

all the weaker peaks in the profiles. After almost 30 attempts,

however, we were able to produce a twinned quasi-single-

crystal of Te-III, a diffraction image from which is shown in

Fig. 4. This revealed immediately that the peaks that were not

fitted by the b.c.m. cell were all satellite peaks arising from an

incommensurate q-vector (0, 0.288, 0) at 8.5 GPa, and that Te-

III thus has a modulated structure (Hejny & McMahon, 2003).

Once this had been determined from the single-crystal data, it

was possible to refine the modulated structure of Te-III as a

function of pressure from the powder profiles. The same

modulated structure has since been observed at higher pres-

sures in both Se-IV and S-III from data collected to 70 and

100 GPa, respectively, on station ID09 at the European

Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble (McMahon et al.,

2004; Hejny et al., 2005). As in the case of Bi-III above, we

could only have solved Te-III, and hence Se-IV and S-III, with

the aid of single-crystal data, and, as with Bi-III, we did not

need to determine the intensities of the peaks from the single-

crystal sample of Te-III. Only the orientation matrix of the

sample was determined, using the unit cell obtained initially

from the powder data, from which it was then possible to index

the satellite reflections arising from the modulations of the

structure.

A final example demonstrating the power of combined

single-crystal and powder methods is the solution of the

structure of Te-II, the phase of tellurium stable between 4 and

7 GPa. The very large number of diffraction peaks visible in

powder profiles from Te-II (Fig. 5) suggested that the structure

was considerably more complex than that of Te-III. However,

attempts to index the Te-II powder profiles using standard

software were unsuccessful and so we resorted to a single-

crystal study using the same crystal we had used for the

solution of Te-III (Hejny & McMahon, 2003). Diffraction

images obtained from this sample as the pressure was reduced

from 7.4 to 3.9 GPa are shown in Fig. 6. The sample was

initially Te-III (Fig. 6a), but gradually transformed to a

mixture of Te-III and Te-II (Fig. 6b and 6c) before trans-

forming to a quasi-single-crystal of Te-II (Fig. 6d).

After locating all of the observable diffraction peaks by

hand, analysis of the positions and splitting of the diffraction

peaks in Te-II at 3.9 GPa (Fig. 6d) relative to those in Te-III at

7.4 GPa (Fig. 6a) showed that they are consistent with both the

� and � angles of the monoclinic Te-III structure deviating

slightly from 90� in Te-II. Te-II is thus triclinic. Furthermore,

the Te-II peaks that arise from the splitting of the Te-III

satellite peaks indicate that the b lattice parameter of Te-II is

three times longer than that of Te-III. Te-II thus has a very

close relationship to the (commensurate) Te-III structure

obtained when the q vector is (0, 1/3, 0) and thus when the b

axis of Te-III is tripled in length. This close similarity between

Te-II and Te-III also enabled an initial structural model for

Te-II to be made, and the full Rietveld refinement of the

triclinic structure is shown in Fig. 7 (Hejny & McMahon,

2004). Subsequent studies of Se and S at SRS and ESRF have

shown that the same triclinic structure is found there too

(Hejny & McMahon, 2004; Hejny et al., 2005). Once again, the

solution to these long unknown structures would not have

been possible without the use of single-crystal techniques.
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Figure 4
Part of the single-crystal diffraction pattern from Te-III at 7.4 GPa. The
incommensurate satellite peaks are marked with an S. The main
reflections from the two twin components are indexed hkl1 and hkl2.
Diffraction features from one of the diamond anvils and the metal gasket
are labelled D and G, respectively. Modified after Hejny & McMahon
(2004).

Figure 5
Diffraction profile from Te-II at 4.9 GPa, showing the complexity of the
diffraction pattern. The inset shows the single very weak reflection at a d-
spacing of �7.1 Å (2� = 3.8�).



4. Conclusions

Modern CCD-equipped diffractometers have made possible

high-pressure single-crystal studies that were previously either

too difficult or too time-consuming to perform with point

detectors. In particular, a combination of CCD detectors and

high-intensity synchrotron radiation means that even very

poor quality single crystals can yield invaluable additional

structural information, enabling extremely complex and/or

incommensurate structures to be identified and refined.

Unfortunately, at present, much of the commercial software

supplied with modern CCD instruments is of a ‘black-box’

variety written for ambient-pressure studies. As such, it is not

designed for the peculiarities of high-pressure diffraction data,

and knowledge and experience are often needed in order to

coax a solution from the raw data. For example, the automatic

‘harvesting’ software typically used to locate single-crystal

reflections can make no distinction between reflections from

the sample and those originating from the diamonds and other

pressure cell components. In many cases, therefore, the sample

reflections must be identified by eye in the individual CCD

images. CCD detectors also have other limitations for high-

pressure studies. The lack of any collimation on the large

detector face leads to high structured backgrounds, which can

make it difficult to obtain accurate intensities for very weak

reflections. This problem can be overcome, however, by

automatically masking out those regions of the CCD images

that are affected by background scatter, and instructing the

integration process to ignore them (Dawson et al., 2004).

Secondly, during a typical data collection with a CCD, both

strong and weak reflections are collected for the same amount

of time. If one is particularly interested in extremely weak

features, this may result in saturation of the strongest peaks.

On station 9.8 at SRS, we typically collect two or more data

sets from the sample at each pressure using different alumi-

nium attenuators to increase the dynamic range of the

detector. Finally, the CCD has no energy discrimination, and

so diffraction features resulting from any �/2 radiation in the

incident beam can be problematic, especially in determining

space groups unambiguously. While the beamline X-ray optics

employed at synchrotrons normally eliminates harmonics, �/2

contamination is particularly important in data collected in-

house, where it results in a multitude of weak �/2 reflections

from the diamond anvils that are of a similar intensity to the

diffraction peaks from the sample. These can be eliminated,

however, by reducing the X-ray generator voltage to below

35 keV. There may then be certain high-pressure problems

where traditional four-circle diffractometers equipped with

collimated energy-discriminating point detectors will prove to

be a better choice of instrument, particularly if the intensities

of very weak peaks are important. Of course, a combination of

CCD and point-counter instruments, using the advantages of

each to best effect, would be the best choice of all.
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Figure 7
Rietveld refinement of triclinic Te-II at 4.9 GPa. The upper and lower tick
marks show the calculated peak positions for Te-II and for a trace
component of Te-III, respectively. The difference between the observed
and calculated patterns is shown below the tick marks. Modified after
Hejny & McMahon (2004).

Figure 6
Single-crystal diffraction images of Te collected on pressure decrease
from (a) pure Te-III at 7.4 GPa, showing the main (M) and satellite (S)
reflections, (b) mixed Te-III/Te-II at 5.0 GPa, (c) mixed Te-II/Te-III at
4.2 GPa, and (d) almost single-phase Te-II at 3.9 GPa. After Hejny &
McMahon (2004).
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